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THE DUAL OF A GÂTEAUX SMOOTH BANACH SPACE
IS WEAK STAR FRAGMENTABLE

N. K. RIBARSKA

(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. The techniques of Preiss-Phelps-Namioka is used to prove that if a

Banach space E admits a Gâteaux smooth norm then its dual E* , endowed

the weak star topology, is fragmentable.

0. Introduction

The main aim of this paper is to prove the title statement and to establish

further relations between the theory of weak Asplund spaces and the notion of

fragmentability. The latter notion was introduced by Jayne and Rogers in [JR].

0.1. Definition. Let X be a topological space and p be a metric on it. We say

that p fragments X if for every e > 0 and for every nonempty subset Y of

X there exists a nonempty relatively open subset U of Y whose /A-diameter

is not greater than e. The topological space X is said to be fragmentable if

there exists a fragmenting metric on it.

0.2. Definition. The Banach space E is called weak Asplund if every convex

function defined on an open convex subset of E is Gâteaux differentiable at

each point of a dense G¿ subset of its domain.

For additional information about weak Asplund spaces the reader is referred

to the book of R. Phelps [Ph].

0.3. Theorem of Asplund. If the dual space E* admits a dual strictly convex

norm then E is weak Asplund.

Since, in this case, the corresponding norm in E is Gâteaux differentiable

(off zero), it was natural to ask if the assertion of the above theorem of Asplund

is valid for every Banach space E with a norm which is differentiable at each

nonzero point (i.e., a Gâteaux smooth norm). This long standing question was

recently answered positively in [PPhN]:

0.4. Theorem of Preiss-Phelps-Namioka. If the norm of E is Gâteaux smooth

then E is weak Asplund.
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The connection between the notions "fragmentability" and "weak Asplund"

is revealed by the following statement, which was proved in [ChK].

0.5.    Theorem. If E*  with its weak-star topology is fragmentable then E is

weak Asplund.

It was not clear, however, whether this result implies the above mentioned

theorems of Asplund and Preiss-Phelps-Namioka, respectively. In [R1 ] the au-

thor has proved that this is the case for the theorem of Asplund. Combining

this with the techniques developed in [PPhN] we show in §1 that the Preiss-

Phelps-Namioka theorem can also be considered as a corollary of Theorem 0.5.

(In fact, our main result is a further step after Theorems 1.6 and 2.2 of [PPhN]

and its proof uses the same construction.)

Our approach needs no "external notions" like games and mappings. It pro-

vides additional information about the intrinsic structure of (E*, w*).

The results in the last section generalize the theorems from §3 of [PPhN].

The proofs in this paper make use of a characterization of fragmentable

spaces by the following notion.

0.6.    Definition. A well-ordered family it = {Uç : 0 < Ç < ¿j0} of subsets of the
topological space X is said to be a relatively open partitioning of X if

(i)  Uo = 0;
(ii)  Uç is contained in ^\(Ur,<£ ^i) anc* *s relatively open in it for every

Í, 0 < { < & ;
(iii) x = i\ji<ioui).

A family it of subsets of the topological space X is said to be a rr-relatively

open partitioning of X if H = |J~, it" , where it" , n = 1, 2, ... are relatively

open partitionings of X. it is said to separate the points of X if whenever

x and y are two different elements of X there exists n such that x and y

belong to different elements of the partitioning it" . In this case we say that X

admits a separating a-relatively open partitioning.

A topological space X is fragmentable if and only if it admits a separating

cr-relatively open partitioning (see [R, Theorem 1.9]).

1. Duals of Gâteaux smooth spaces

1.1.    Theorem. Let E be a Banach space and || • || be a Gâteaux smooth norm

on it. Then the topological space iE*, w*) is fragmentable.
oo

Proof. Step 1. Let us denote by B* the dual unit ball. As E* =  (J mB*, it

suffices to prove that (B*, w*) is a fragmentable space.

Step 2. Basic step of the construction.
Let U be a subset of B*, p be an equivalent norm on E, and e, ß be two

positive numbers. Then we construct a relatively open partitioning 05 = {Vç :

0 < Z < £0} of {U, w*) and associate to every element V of *B a nonnegative

real number sy, an element ey of E with p(e>) = 1, and a new equivalent

norm py on E in the following way.

We put V0 = 0 , sVo = 0, and e>0, Pv0 be arbitrary.

If we have constructed V„ for every ordinal number n < t\, we consider the

set R( = U\i\Jn<( V„). If Rç = 0 , we put £0 = £ and finish the process.
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If not, we put Syi - sup{p*(x*) : x* £ Rç} where p* is the norm conjugate

to p.
If sv¡ = 0, it means that Ri = {0} . Then we put Vi = {0} , £0 = £ + 1, and

eyt, pyt be arbitrary and finish again.
If sy( > 0, there exists an element ey( of E with piey() = 1 such that the

set

Vç = {x* £ Rt : (x*, eV() > il - e)sV(}

is nonempty. Moreover, Vr is w*-relatively open in Rç. We put qytix) =

inf{||x - Xey(\\ : X £ R} for every x e E and /?^ — p2 + ß • qy(. Thus the

relatively open partitioning 03 is constructed.
Step 3. Construction of the o -relatively open partitioning ii = (J^i^"

of iB*, w*)). Following the construction in [PPhN] we fix two sequences of

positive numbers 1/2 > «i > e2 > ■ ■■ and ßx > ß2> ■ ■■ such that ek —> 0,

£$<3,and U^k)l/2/ßk < oo.

Applying the basic step with U := B*, p := \\ • ||, e := £i , and ß := ßx,
we obtain a relatively open partitioning il1 = {U¿¡ : 0 < £ < £1} of (5*, «a*) ,

and for every element £/ € il1 we get Su > 0, ev £ E with ||er/j| = 1 and an

equivalent norm pv on E.

If we have constructed the relatively open partitionings it1, it2, ... , it" , we

consider a fixed element Uj? of it" = {Ug : 0 < £ < ¿;„}. Then we apply the

basic step to U£ with /a = pu«, e = en+\ » and ß = ßn+x ■ So we get a partition-

ing it£ = {Î7" : 0 < a/ < a/?} of Í/«1 to every element of which a nonnegative

real, an equivalent norm, and a pw -norm-one vector are associated.

Now il"+1 = U{^{ : 0 ^ £ < £«} is a relatively open partitioning of B* if

its elements Ug , 0 < ¿ < e¡„ , 0 < n < ng , are ordered lexicographically (see

[5, Proposition 1.5]). Obviously il"+1 is a refinement of it" .

Step 4. Proof that it is separating. Let us assume the contrary, i.e., there

exist two different points x* and x2 in B* such that they belong to one and

the same element V„ of it" for every positive integer n . Let us denote by sn ,

pn , and e„ respectively the nonnegative real number, the equivalent norm, and

the unit vector associated to V„ by the construction.
Our assumption implies that neither V„ is empty nor V„ = {0} and hence

s„ > 0 for every aa € N. The construction gives us that the following properties

hold:

(i)  B* = V0DVxDV2D---D n~ i Vn D {XÍ ,x*2};
(ii)  Vn C {x* € Vn-x : (x* ,e„) > [l - en)s„} for every ai > 1 ;

(iii) sn = sup{/A*_!(x*) : x* 6 Vn} > 0 ;

(iv) p„-xie„) = 1 for every aa > 1 ;

(v) Po = II • ||, Pn = P\-x +ßn-Q2n, where q„(x) = inf{||x - Xe„\\ :X£R}
for every x £ E.

Further the proof is contained in [PPhN] (the last half of the proof of Theo-

rem 1.6) with the same notation except for the indexation of the smooth norms

which is moved back by one.

1.2. Remark. Theorem 2.2 of [PPhN] states that the dual (E*, w*) of a smooth
space E belongs to the Stegall's class S, i.e., every minimal usco correspon-

dence from a Baire space into it is single-valued on a residual subset of its
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domain. (See the definition of "minimal usco" below. For additional informa-

tion about S see for example [S, SI, K, CK].) Lemma 5.10 from [N] (or [R,

Proposition 2.5]) shows that fragmentable spaces are in S and so Theorem 1.1

immediately yields Theorem 2.2 of [PPhN].

2.   /?-DIFFERENTIABILITY AND  /J-SMALLNESS

2.1. Definition. Let X and Y be Hausdorff topological spaces and F: X —> Y
be a multivalued map. F is said to be upper semicontinuous at xo £ X if for

every open set V c Y that contains -F(xo) there exists a neighborhood U of xn

such that Fix) c V for every x £ U. We say that F is upper semicontinuous

if it is upper semicontinuous at every point x £ X. If, in addition, F(x) is

nonempty and compact for every x in X, the correspondence F is called

usco.

The graphs of all usco correspondences from X into Y can be ordered by

inclusion. Minimal elements of this relation are graphs of usco correspondences

from X into Y, which will be called "minimal usco". For such mappings the

following property holds: for every open subset U of X and every open subset

V of Y such that F(f/)flK/0 there exists a nonempty open subset W of

U with F(W) c V (see [ChK]).

2.2. Definition. Let ß be a family of nonempty bounded subsets S of the

Banach space E satisfying:

(a) XS £ ß whenever X £ R and S £ ß ;
(b) the union of finitely many members of ß is in ß ;

(c) the union of the members of ß is all of E.

We say that a continuous convex function / on an open convex subset D

of E is /5-differentiable at x £ D (f(x + ty) - f(x))/t if for all S £ ß the
limit of the difference quotient lim,^o(/(-* + ty) - fix)/t exists uniformly for

y in S. Natural choices for ß are all finite sets (Gâteaux differentiability), all

weakly compact sets (Hadamard differentiability), or all bounded sets (Fréchet

differentiability). If the norm is ß-differentiable at every x ^ 0, it is said to be

/?-smoofh.
We say that U c E* is a neighborhood of x* £ E* if there exists S £ ß

with x* +S° c U, where S° = {z* £ E*: (z*, z) < 1 for all z £ S}. It
is easy to check that thus we have introduced a linear topology in E*. We

will call it ß as well. This topology is closely related to /?-differentiability by

the following fact: The subdifferential mapping df of a continuous convex

function f:D—>R (D is an open subset of E) is single-valued and )S-upper

semicontinuous at the point xo £ D if and only if / is /?-differentiable at xo
(see [PPhN, Proposition 3.1]).

We will need the following

2.3. Definition. Let X be a topological space and it = U^i^" rjea ff-relatively

open partitioning of X. Let t be a second topology on X. We say that it is

T-small if for every x £ X and for every neighborhood W of x there exist a

positive integer aa and an element U of it" with x £ U c W.

2.4. Remark. Let p be a metric on the topological space X and xp be the

topology generated by p.   If p fragments X then there exists a separating
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T^-small CT-relatively open partitioning of X. On the other hand, if X ad-

mits a separating r^-small a -relatively open partitioning, then p fragments all

compact subsets of X.

The following proposition justifies involving the notion of t-smallness. It is

a generalization of [R, Proposition 2.5].

2.5. Proposition. Let (X,t\) be a topological space, x2 be a second topology

on X and suppose X admits a separating x2-small %x-o-relatively open parti-

tioning. Then every minimal usco map f.B^iX,x\) from a Baire space B

into iX, xx) is single-valued and x2-upper semicontinuous at every point of a

residual subset of B.

Proof. Let it = \J^=lií" > H" = iut '■ ° < Í < £"} be a separating T2-small

Ti-cr-relatively open partitioning of X. We put Bn = {b £ B : there exist a

neighborhood V of b and an element U of it" such that tpiV) c U} for

every aa e N. Obviously the B„ are open subsets of B. We will prove that

they are dense. Indeed, let V be an arbitrary nonempty open subset of B and

aa be a positive integer. We consider the ordinal number

£ = min{¿; : U£ ntpiV)¿ 0}.

The minimality of tp and tpiV) n (U„<{+i U%) # 0 > U„<4+i fj °Pen yield the

existence of a nonempty open subset W of V with ça(JF) c U„<(f+i ̂ ? • Hence

tpiW) c [/? because of the choice of £ and so W c Bn , i.e., BnnV ^ 0 .

Now we will prove that tp is single-valued and x2 -continuous at every point b

in the residual subset G = f|^Li Bn of B. As tpib) is contained in one element

of it" for every aa , no two points from tpib) can be separated by it. Therefore

tpib) is a singleton (it is separating). Let U be a i2-open neighborhood of

tpib). Then there exist aa and a„ < Ç„ with tp(b) £ U"n c U because il is

T2-small. But b £ G c B„ , and hence there exists a neighborhood V of b with

(p(V) c U"n. So tp(V) cU and 9» is T2-upper semicontinuous at b.

2.6. Corollary. Lei E be a Banach space and ß be a family of its subsets as

described in the beginning of this section. If (E*, w*) admits a separating ß-

small o-relatively open partitioning, then every continuous convex function on

an open subset of E is ß-differentiable on a residual subset of its domain.

One can prove this using [ChK, Proposition 2.5, Lemma 2.5] or [PPhN,
Lemma 3.5].

2.7. Theorem. Suppose that the norm in E is ß-smooth. Then (E*, w*) ad-

mits a separating ß-small o-relatively open partitioning.

Because of Proposition 2.5, this theorem is a generalization of [PPhN, The-

orem 3.4] but its proof is the same. One should skip the beginning of the proof

in [PPhN] and use the subsequent argument to show that the a-relatively open

partitioning constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is actually /?-small.

Combining the results from this section one can obtain once more the fol-

lowing

2.8. Corollary. Let E be a Banach space whose norm is Fréchet smooth. Then

the dual norm fragments the bounded subsets of iE*, w*).
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